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PROJECT STATUS 

• 20 months completed 

• 28  months to completion 

 

MILESTONES 

• MS12 Report of Operation-

al Specifications Workshop 

• MS13 Security Evaluation 

• MS14 Threat database 

• MS15 Evaluation workshop  

• MS16 First participants 

• MS17 Payload specifica-

tion 

• MS18 First Dissemination 

workshop 

• MS19 Release of privacy 

and security guidelines for 
review 

DELIVERABLES 

• 3.1 Prototype sampling system 

• 2.1 Manual on CBRN sampling 

protocols 

• 5.1 Data standards and tech-

nical system connectivity design 

• 7.3 Data and Publication repos-

itory 
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WORK PACKAGE NEWS 

WP 1  

WP 2  

WP 3  

WP 4  

WP 5  

WP 6  

WP 7  

WP 8  

WP 9  

TOXI-Triage partner, University 
of Paderborn, will be hosting 
the ‘Triage and Toxicity’  
Workshop/Masterclass  for 
end users on 30 August 2017 
at Hotel Mutterhaus, Dussel-
dorf. 

‘Triage and Toxicity’ will start with a 
clinicians perspective on CBRN triage  
from Dirk Steinritz, Bundeswehr, 
followed by expert practitioner 
presentations from  Mario König, 
Mannheim Fire Department, Chris-
tian Cooper, NARU and Vladimir 
Vlcek, HZSMSK with an overview on 
the topic of triage and treatment 
from different end user perspec-
tives.  

There will also be an opportunity 
to see the latest technology devel-
opments in the TOXI-triage project 
during a short technology expo.   

The meeting will conclude with 
three table-top discussions focusing 
on toxicity and triage where each 

delegate will rotate through three 
different teams who will provide 
structured analysis and feedback. 
Each team will be supported by an 
expert who will chair, provoke and 
encourage contributions to ensure 
that all points-of-view, insights and 
ideas are heard and evaluated. 

For further details and workshop 
registration please see the TOXI-
Triage website 

Places are limited so make sure 
you book early. 

TOXI-Triage 24 Month 
Meeting   

31 Aug—1 Sept 2017 

For project partners, the workshop 
will be followed by the TOXI-Triage 
24 Month Meeting at the same 
venue from 31 August to 1 Sep-
tember 2017. 

Project Partners may register 
for BOTH events using this 
registration form. 

++STOP PRESS+++18 MONTH REPORT SUBMITTED ON TIME+++STOP PRESS++ 

Meeting Announcement 

Workshop/Masterclass  
‘Triage and Toxicity’  

30 August 2017 

Dusseldorf 

http://www.toxi-triage.eu/sites/default/files/toxi/public/content-files/events/Meeting%20Announcement%20Triage%20and%20Toxicity%20Workshop%202017_0.pdf
http://www.toxi-triage.eu/sites/default/files/toxi/public/content-files/events/Meeting%20Announcement%20Triage%20and%20Toxicity%20Workshop%202017_0.pdf
https://goo.gl/forms/l9jruUZvYdbY1pct2
https://goo.gl/forms/l9jruUZvYdbY1pct2
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Facts and Figures 

 

18 Partners 

€12,000,000  

48 Months 

7 Specific Objectives 

9 Work Packages 

45 Deliverables 

42 Milestones 

 

Reminders 

 

Time sheets every month 

Receipts for all  

expenditure 

Discuss major expenditure 

with co-ordinator before 

making the commitment 

Travel outside the EU needs 

authorisation, speak with 

the project co-ordinator. 

Want to set up a meeting ? 

Speak with Lois Child and 

get a GoTo meeting link. 

Names and addresses of 

everyone involved in the 

project to Lois Child please. 

 

@TOXI_triage 

INTRODUCING THE MIKKELI TEAM 

Introducing the Mikkeli Team: 

Back Row  (from left): 

Maarit Randelin, Administration Di-
rector of Mikkeli Development Miksei 
Ltd. Responsible for taking care of 
South-Savo Regional Rescue Depart-
ments Toxi-Triage finances. Toni 
Leikas, CBRN Specialist Environics Oy.  
Toni is CBRNE areas “odd-job man”, 
responsible for project administra-
tion, training, and providing an end-
user perspective in the development 
of DRONE sensor modules. Jukka 
Härkönen, RN Product Manager Envi-
ronics Oy. Jukka’s “children” are our 
RN identification products and sys-
tems. Jukka is responsible for devel-
oping and testing flying the RN mod-
ule. Jyri Silmäri, Rescue Chief of South
-Savo Regional Rescue Department, is 
“Mister innovation and future” in  the 
rescue department. Jyri guides all of 
us to provide REAL end-user experi-

ence in all levels of actions to empha-
sise technology possibilities without 
forgetting operator realities.    Heikki 
Silvennoinen Security and CBRN Pro-
gram coordinator in Mikkeli Develop-
ment Miksei Ltd. Works with Jyri to 
create a successful DIPSERSE exercise 
and to develop CBRN capabilities.    

Front Row (from left):  
Osmo Anttalainen, Senior Scientist 
Environics Oy, the IMS technology 
guru of Environics responsible for in-
novation and development of DRONE 
integrated CWA/TIC and RN detector 
modules. Matleena Marttinen, Mar-
keting Manager Environics Oy. Re-
sponsible for dissemination of project 
awareness and findings. Matleena 
takes care that our materials are in 
the right shape and formats.  Not 
shown in the picture are all the other 
company and rescue operators who 
support the work on TOXI-Triage. 
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Diary dates for the coming year: 
Date  Meeting     Venue 

28 Jun 17 Project  Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

28 Jun 17 Project Steering Committee   GOTO MEETING 

28 Jun 17 Security Advisory Board    GOTO MEETING 

30 Aug 17 ‘Triage and Toxicity‘ Workshop     Dusseldorf 

31 Aug 17 Project Management Board   Dusseldorf  

31 Aug -1 Sept  24 Month meeting    Dusseldorf 

25 Oct 17 Project Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

3 Jan 18  Project Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

3 Jan 18  Project Steering Committee   GOTO MEETING 

3 Jan 18   Security Advisory Board    GOTO MEETING 

14 Feb 18 Project Advisory Board    TBC 

14 Feb 18 Ethics Advisory Board    TBC 

28 Feb 18 Project Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

11 Apr 18 Project Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

20 Jun 18 Project Management Board   GOTO MEETING 

20 Jun 18  Project Steering Committee   GOTO MEETING 

20 Jun 18 Security Advisory Board    GOTO MEETING 

COMING SOON 

TOXI-TRIAGE DISSEMINATION AT ‘AMBITION’ 

Different safeguarding organizations in 50 coun-
tries, from civil defence and homeland security 
to the military, have already chosen EOY as 
their partner in CBRN threat detection. 

To find out more, see the video 30 years of En-
vironics. 

The Environics story started 30 years ago, in cold, 
dark and snowy Finland. First they had  a CWA de-
tector for the Military market and now 30 years 
later they have experience improving CBRN safety 
around the world with in-house technologies and 
system solutions.  

TOXI-Triage was well represent-
ed at Ambition,  the EPRR Expo in 
London 3-4 May 2017.   Exhibi-
tion stands were taken by 
Airsense, G.A.S. and Environics 
Oy  and Paul Thomas was an in-
vited speaker with a presentation 
entitled ‘Programme Fostering a 
Research base into Toxic Triage 
and CBRN Response in a Civil 
Contingencies Context’  

ENVIRONICS VIDEO CELEBRATES 30 YEARS  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmNjuPvVMoc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmNjuPvVMoc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.ambitionexpouk.com/welcome
https://www.ambitionexpouk.com/welcome
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PROJECT UPDATE 

TOXI-Triage has completed its 
first review and submitted the 
first 18 month report. The  18 

Month Review followed a successful 
meeting in Brussels in mid February 
which incorporated a number of 
workshops and plenary discussions.  
Feedback from the reviewers has 
been positive and constructive and we 
forge ahead with the next phase of 
the project.   

The focus now is to bring together the 
various streams of work in the next 18 

months. We have a raft of inter-related 
Milestones and Deliverables to complete 
at 24 months which will start to inte-
grate the various strands of the project. 
We are beginning by organising multiple 
work package meetings to ensure that 
partners across the project are informed 
and involved in the next  phase of work.  

‘Periodic Technical Report 1 
Part B’ is available on own-
Cloud.  

 

TOXI-Triage partners at the 18 Month Review meeting in Brussels 

Need information about TOXI-triage?  

Go to ownCloud 

file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Reviewers/TOXI-triage Periodic report 1 (Part B)_ TOTAL_v05.pdf
file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Reviewers/TOXI-triage Periodic report 1 (Part B)_ TOTAL_v05.pdf
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MILESTONES UPDATE 

MS14 Threat database ready to receive data 

The Threat database model has been 
created and it is ready to receive data 
in Excel form in M18. For CBRN-
agents, for example Excel tables of 
relevant radionuclides (~50) and de-
tectors (~100) have been produced to 
be included in the threat database. 
Visualizations of toolbox structure 
has been presented and discussed in 

the 18th month meeting in Brus-
sels. Based on discussions and end-
user feed-back, some elements 
have been added to the database. 
The latest structure is given in the 
figure below. Development will 
continue and beta-version will be 
tested in the Table-top exercise in 
2018. 

PV 

Structure of  the database as seen in April 2017 

Need to set up a GOTO Meeting? 
Ask Lois Child L.E.Child@lboro.ac.uk for the TOXI-triage Login details 
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MILESTONES UPDATE 

Milestone MS15 ‘Evaluation 
Workshop on Defining Metabo-
lomic Markers of Exposure’ 
took place in Brussels in mid 
February.  Work over the first 
eighteen months of the project 
has identified metabolomic 
markers of exposure to pesti-
cides and toxic alcohols. A pub-
lication by Prof Thomas's 
Loughborough group reported 
identification of the toxic alco-
hols methanol, ethylene glycol, 
and 1,3-propandiol, and their 
metabolites, as well as ethanol 
in human saliva.*  

In February, at a workshop that 
formed part of the 18 month 
review meeting in Brussels, Dr 
Harju of VERIFIN, Helsinki, pre-

MS15 Evaluation Workshop  

MS18 Dissemination workshop 

Milestone MS18 Dissemina-
tion workshop took place in 
Brussels in mid February. 
Partners are reminded to 
keep updating the project dis-
semination and publications 
list for the TOXI-Triage 
webpages by contacting Sara.  
http://www.toxi-
triage.eu/tags/publications 

sented her work on gener-
ating a database of markers 
for exposure to pesticides. 
She then described an ana-
lytical method for identifying 
a range of organophosphorus 
and carbamate insecticides in 
human plasma which demon-
strated the chemical bi-
omarkers predicted in the 
database. The presentation 
was discussed by the scien-
tists present at the workshop 
who were impressed by the 

ability to quantify up to 9 pesti-
cide compounds at the same 
time in a single sample. After 
the workshop, Dr Harju will 
work with GAS to ensure that 
the database can be incorpo-
rated into the prototype sys-
tem for diagnosing exposure to 
these compounds.  

 ME 

* Criado-García L, Ruszkiewicz 
DM, Eiceman GA, Thomas CL. A 
rapid and non-invasive method 
to determine toxic levels of al-
cohols and γ-hydroxybutyric 
acid in saliva samples by gas 
chromatography-differential 
mobility spectrometry. J Breath 
Res. 2016 Jan 8;10(1):017101 

http://www.toxi-triage.eu/tags/publications
http://www.toxi-triage.eu/tags/publications
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26744364
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MS17 Payload Specification 

The Technical Review, Mile-

stone MS 17  Payload Speci-

fication aims at defining the 

RPAS payload specifications to 

meet or exceed the minimum 

acceptable performance charac-

teristics for stand-off C- and R/N

- detection. Chemical, radiologi-

cal/nuclear and, if possible, hy-

perspectral imaging sensors will 

be adapted for RPAS platforms. 

Specifications derived will allow 

selection of the appropriate 

RPAS for testing and evaluation 

purposes during TOXI-triage 

field exercises. For each type of 

payload the following are de-

fined: end user requirements, 

system engineering require-

ments, hardware specifications, 

software specifications and ana-

lytical specifications. Detailed 

communication specifications 

are not included and Wi-Fi pro-

tocol has been selected for wire-

less transmissions of the pay-

loads during the field trials. In 

the context of the TOXI-triage 

project C- detection payloads are 

detectors of VOCs vapours and 

selective gases. Hyperspectral 

imaging is applied for the detec-

tion of chemical substances on 

surfaces. The payload require-

ments have been compiled 

through interviews with experts, 

end users, partners and through 

outputs of previous EU projects. 

These requirements focus on 

gas/vapour plumes only. A 

presentation of the methods for 

decontamination of equipment, 

both payloads (detectors) and 

drone, that are used during lab 

or field testing and verifying that 

“clean is clean”, is given. The 

decontamination plan can be 

implemented depending on 

the specific information of the 

RPAS structure, size, building 

material and sensitive equip-

ment that is being used. It 

should be clarified that even 

though there are several avail-

able detection methods for 

different applications, it seems 

that none of these methods 

has been directly designed for 

RPAS (drone) type equipment. 

Chemical detectors on-board 

UAVs poses engineering chal-

lenges that need to be ad-

dressed. Currently, no method 

exists for drone decontamina-

tion. Decontamination of 

chemical and R/N detector 

poses significant challenges, in 

terms of cost, time and verifi-

cation. 

MS19 Privacy and Security Guidelines  

Following research meetings within the consorti-
um the information associated with the re-
sponse to a CBRN incident has been catalogued 
and systematically described.  

file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Delivered Documentation/653409 TOXI-triage Milestone 17 technical review 2017 03 20.pdf
file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Delivered Documentation/653409 TOXI-triage Milestone 17 technical review 2017 03 20.pdf
file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Delivered Documentation/653409 TOXI-triage Milestone 17 technical review 2017 03 20.pdf


  

Forthcoming Milestones and Deliverables 

WWW.toxi-triage.eu 

If you have any news to share for the next issue of the Project Log, please contact Lois: L.E.Child@lboro.ac.uk 

No. Milestone name D-D 

MS13 

Security evaluation and release of 
first draft of system function specifi-
cations 

18 

MS14 Threat database ready to receive data 18 

MS15 
Evaluation Workshop on Defining 
Metabolomic Markers of Exposure 

18 

MS16 First participant to clinical trials 18 

MS17 

Payload specification to meet or ex-
ceed the minimum acceptable perfor-
mance characteristics for stand off 
detection 

18 

MS18 First Dissemination Workshop 18 

MS19 
Release of privacy and security guide-
lines for review 

18 

MS20 

First round of interviews with stake-
holders, vulnerable groups, cross-
cultural and social factors, and com-
munications completed 

18 

MS21 
First meeting of social impact discus-
sion groups 18 

MS22 
Assessment of method transfer for 
live agent challenges 24 

MS23 
Release of first integrated ICT itera-
tion 24 

MS24 Test sites confirmed  24 

MS25 
Draft field trial plans delivered to 
stakeholders 24 

MS26 First promotional campaign started  24 

MS27 Authorisation system testing started 24 

MILESTONES AND DELIVERABLES ACHIEVED 
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No Deliverable name D-D 

2.1 
Manual on CBRN sampling protocols. (+ 
Technical Annex) 18 

5.1 

Data standards and technical system 
connectivity design; compliant with 
STACATTO Security Taxonomy 

18 

7.3 Data and Publication repository 18 

1.2 
Proceedings of operational specifica-
tions (CONPOS) workshop 24 

2.2 

Guidelines and Manual for verifying 
compliance with minimum acceptable 
performance of triage detectors 

24 

6.1 
Functional specifications for Field Exer-
cises (FTX) 24 

7.4 
Promotional campaign trade exhibitions 
with press and media events 24 

7.5 

Multi Use  capability for crises manage-
ment technology, creating and sustain-
ing economic drivers needed to embed 
CBRN resilience, Market Survey Report 

24 

3.2 
Prototype diagnostic system for toxicity 
injury and exposure 30 

4.1 
Stand-off detection payloads IMS for 
drone platforms  30 

4.2 
Stand-off detection payload R/N  for 
drone platforms  30 

4.3 
Stand-off detection payload hyper spec-
tral imaging for drone platforms  30 

4.4 
Point-of-care triage analytics  
 30 

MS12  Report of Findings from Operational Specifications Workshop 
  Completed and available on ownCloud 

D2.1 Manual on CBRN sampling protocols. (+ Technical Annex) 
 Completed  on schedule and available on ownCloud—restricted 
 access 

D5.1 Data standards and technical system connectivity design 
 Completed  and available on ownCloud 

D7.3 Data and Publication repository 
 Long term data and publications repository will be hosted by 
 Loughborough University.   

 https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/ 

file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Delivered Documentation/MS 12 TOXI-Triage WORKSHOP REPORT Future technology for CBRN crises management 2.01.pdf
file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/Delivered Documentation/D2.1 Manual on CBRN sampling protocols_V5.1 Restreint UE Restricted EU see SyGMa for password.pdf
file:///Z:/TOXI-Triage/WPs Documents/WP5/WP5 Deliverables/D5 1 Data standards and technical system connectivity design_v1.0.pdf
https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/

